Hire Equipment available and cost of hire
Item

Description

Some photos are not of the actual
to items that are available for hire
but very close to the item

All items must be returned in the same
condition that they were hired. Broken
or damaged items incur an additional
fee.

* denotes actual items.

No
Hire
Available Fee

All items must be returned within the
agreed timeframe.
Red pop up marquees

Red pop-up marquees with sandbags.
The marquees measure 3 x 3m. These
are constructed of red sturdy and
waterproof fabric with white trim. Each
marquee is packaged in a black wheel
bag.

20

$50.00
each

2

$20.00
each

1

$20.00

2

$15.00
each

A $200 deposit is required.
Corn throw

Constructed of timber and covered with
heavy duty vinyl cover. Each game
board is painted white.
Comes with 8 corn throw bags made of
waterproof fabric and filled with plastic
stuffing pellets.

Giant Wooden Dominoes *

Game consists of 28 pieces that
measure 30 x 12cm.
Each piece is clearly painted.
This game is boxed for convenience.

Large Naughts and Crosses

Each game is constructed from poly pipe
with joiners. Each end is sealed for
safety. Large O’s and X’s are made of
large brightly coloured plastic discs.
There are 10 discs per game.105 cm x
105c m
Each game is boxed for convenience.
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Kurplunk Ball Game and guards

This game consists of a wire basket
secured to a stand. Timber sticks are
provided along with bright coloured
packaged plastic balls.

2

$25.00
each

4

$5.00
each

White linen like tablecloths that fit a full
trestle table with an ample side drop.
Returned washed, ironed and
folded.Returned unwashed

40

$6.00

Clear glass tumblers.

200

$14.00
$.50c

200

$.50c

1

$50.00

A metal guard surround is provided to
ensure that the balls are contained
when the game is being used in open
areas or outside.
142 cm high

Sandpits *

Blue Plastic Sandpits.
Must be returned clean.

White tablecloths 150 x 260 cm

Water tumblers

240ml glasses with a sold base.
Boxed for convenience.
Must be returned clean.

Wine flat base glasses

Clear glass flat base wine glasses. 500ml
glasses suitable for wine. Don’t knock
over easily and safe in wind.
Boxed for convenience.
Must be returned clean.

Gold Easel and frame

Beautiful easel that is suitable for a
formal function, wedding or dinner.
The easel folds for easy travel with a
separate frame that has a gold
surround.
The easel is 170cm tall.
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Small Gold frame
Large Gold Frame

Frames are light weight and require a
filling. Can be used individually or on
the table easel.

1

$10.00

Small frame measures 38cm x 58cm

$20.00

Large frame measures 60cm x 78cm

Vases – various sizes and colours

Numerous vases and urns that require
inspection prior to hire. All glass or
crockery.

Numerous $5.00
each

Small Easel and frame

Small gold table easel. Suitable for
present table or to give directions, small
function seating plan etc.

1

$30.00

40

$2.00
each

93cm high

Fairy Lights

White and soft white fairy lights
available in two lengths. Packed into a
tub.
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